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Uneo

Designed to support active sitting, Uneo encourages the
user to move during prolonged sitting periods. Uneo is
conforming to user’s physique and responding to posture
changes with its smart mechanism. Its Dyna-Support
Plus® mechanism adjusts itself according to user’s weight
between 45 to 135 kilograms. Within self-weight feature,
Uneo still enables personal fine adjustments to fit perfectly
with flexible posture.

Integrated lumbar support and multifunctional arms comply
the Dyna-Support Plus® mechanism, and create the
advanced performance task chair.

4D arms allow to adjust the armrest height, width and
armrest pad movement in different directions to maintain
healthy sitting. Uneo also improves user comfort and
supports movement with its well-balanced structure,
lightweight frame and technological fabric netting.

Designed by Martin Ballendat

Martin Ballendat was born in 1958 in Bochum. Ballendat,
whose elegant and simplistic designs that are ahead of
their time are recognized all around the world, has been
holding an effective power in fields of interior and industrial
design for over 25 years. Ballendat, who graduated from
the Department of Industrial Design of Folkwangschule
University in Essen, has worked at Sedus Company as
designer between the years 1983-1986. In 1995, while
he was the department head of design and product
development in Wiesner Hager Company in Austria; he
founded Design Ballendat operating in Germany, and later
on in Austria as well. Ballendat, who is recognized all around
the world by his eye-catching designs, has won numerous
international awards for the products he has designed. He
has been teaching classes in Graz and Salzburg as visiting
professor for over 15 years.

Designed to fulfill the need of active working…
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Dimensions defined in millimeters. 

Design 
Martin Ballendat

Materials 
Frame comes with black and gray colour options, PP legs comply with the frame color. Upholstery is available in
different materials. *

Fabric
Upholstery available in fabric, leather and eco-leather.*

* Please refer to material box.
** Uneo also comes with armless option.

nurus.com/uneo


